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alluded to has long been well known in the arts, being used in the form
of powder for polishing stones and metals. It has been procured, among
other places, from Bilin, in Bohemia, where a single stratum, extending
over a wide area, is no less than 14 feet thick. This stone, when exam

ined with a powerful microscope, is found to consist of the siliceous

plates or frustules of the above-mentioned DiatomaceLc, united together

Pig. 10. Fig. IT. Pig. 18.

(1.
.Bacillari Gallonella Gallonella
vulgarI8? dl8(ana. ftrruqi,tea.

Theso figures are magnified nearly 300 times, except tho lower figure of Q./erruginca (fig. 18 a),
which Is magnified 2000 times.

without any visible cement. It is difficult to convey n idea of their
extreme minuteness; but Ehrenbcrg estimates that in the Bili tripoli
there are 41,000 millions of individuals of the Gaillondlla distans (see
fig. 17) in every cubic inch, which weighs about 220 grains, or about
187 millions in a single grain. At every stroke, therefore, that we make
with this polishing powder, several millions, perhaps tens of millions, of

perfect fossils are crushed to atoms.
The remains of these Diatomacca are of pure siex, and their forms

are various, but very marked and constant in particular genera and spe-

Fig. 20. Fig. 19. cies. Thus, in the family Ba-
cillaria (see fig. 16), the fos
sils preserved in tilpoli are

;.




-bibit the same di-seento ex
visions arid, transverse linesX",




which characterize the lin
o\ species of kindred form. With

these, also,

I




IL, or internal supports of the
freshwater sponge, or Spon
gilia of Laniarek, are some
times intermingled (see the

needle-shaped bodies in fig.
120). These flinty eases and

f
spiculze, although hard, are
ygj fragile, brAlntr like-' I'

glass, .indaretliereforcidmi;

,




rably adapted, when rubbed,
1,r wearing down into a fine

\ \Vi powder fit. for l)01Is111I theI,.i t($ I i.t '., - \V. 1 (.J'F




i-ice of inetals.mrf,
Fragment of Sefnl-of)al from the great bed of t ripoli, hum. Besides the tripoli, formedFir. 19. Natural size.
Vig. 20. The atno nnunifleii. showing drular artleula- exdusively of the fossils above

tlt.n, of a 9IeICS of (Jezltondta, awl si,ietIia . I(If tlt'scrilnc], there occurs in the
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